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Standards of Investment Protection by August Reinisch (ed) [Oxford . 15 Nov 2008 . This volume examines the standards of treatment, demanded from host states, that form the basis of contemporary international investment protection standards. This book analyses the core principle of protection demanded by host states, which forms the basis of contemporary international investment protection. It analyses the core standards commonly contained in bilateral and multilateral investment treaties, including fair and equitable treatment, full protection and security, and the non-discrimination standards. Fair and Equitable Treatment Standard in International Investment Law The investment protection that stems from the establishment clauses in the . A set of individual agreements amounting to more than F.C.N. standards have. Standards of Investment Protection - Wikipedia standards, as part of the protection due to foreign direct investment by host countries. The meaning of the “fair and equitable treatment” standard may not Standard Of Protection Available To Foreign Investors - Law Teacher 27 May 1999, of foreign investment protection under international law. It argues that states An international minimum standard of investment protection. Oxford Public International Law: 4 Standards of Investment Protection ?The chapter first considers the two relative standards of protection—most-favoured nation treatment and national treatment. It then turns to four absolute interplay between fair and equitable treatment (FET) standard and . 3 Aug 2009 . The International Minimum Standard and Investment Law: The Proof is in The concepts of “fair and equitable treatment” and “full protection” Investment Claims: VII Standards of Protection AbeBooks.com: Standards of Investment Protection (9780199547449) and a great selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books available now at great Souq Standards of Investment Protection Kuwait Available in the National Library of Australia collection. Format: Book xxxvi, 264 p. 24 cm. Standards of Investment Protection - Paperback - August Reinisch . Course Title: International Standards of Investment Protection. Professor: August Reinisch. I. Course Description and Objectives. This course aims at providing Investment treaties and sustainable development - iied iied 19 Mar
2012. This book surveys and analyses the nature of FET as a “new” rule of customary law that is non-contingent and absolute in that it protects a Standards of Investment Protection - ResearchGate Because foreign investment which is given the international character has higher risk than domestic investment, the modern foreign investment law.